
Pk-50-MII is a Print & Apply 

for round objects. It can 

apply labels with width 

(height on the product) up 

to 114 mm. Integrated with 

the industrial thermal printer 

available at 200, 300, 600 

dpi. through the program 

(provided) you can print 

and apply a wrap-around 

label on products with a 

diameter from 10 to 110mm 

in a single work cycle. The 

program provided for the 

creation of labels is Bartend-

er which allows you to cre-

ate all the writings, dates, 

times, images, tables, all 

barcodes, etc. in a very 

simple way and finally to 

store the work in a file on 

PRODUCT DIAMETER MAX 110 mm 

PRODUCT DIAMETER MIN 10 mm 

PRODUCT MAX HEIGHT Free at the side doesn't have limit 

LABEL WIDTH From 20 to 114mm 

PRODUCTIVITY 
Up to 1000 Pc/hour. Depending of 
labels length. 

FRONT/REAR LABEL No 

FEEDING LABELS Exclusive patent feeding paper 

START FUNCTION Upper lever (with sponge) 

PRINTING QUALITY a 200, 300, 600 dpi 

PRINTING TECHNOLOGY Direct or thermal printing 

ROLL DIAMETER Int. 40/76 ext. 200mm 

TRANSPARENT LABELS No. Accepted with under black line 

CONTROL PANEL Touch-screen colour display 

SPECIAL RUBBER ROLLER Yes, optional 

POWER 220/110 Vac    200W 

WEIGHT 26 Kg. 

DIMENSION 400x600x400(H.) mm. 

DESCRIPTION 

Pk-5o-MII 
DESKTOP PRINT&APPLY FOR ROUND CONTAINERS 

DESCRIPTION 

TECHNICLE CHARACTERISTICS 
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the computer, always ready for reuse. The 

system guarantees extremely low costs 

thanks to the use of neutral or pre-printed 

labels that are customized directly by the 

machine upon application on the products. 

This allows you to maximize savings on the 

purchase of labels which, as is known, cost 

much less in quantity. So you can buy labels 

with the same typographically printed back-

ground with a single purchase of printing 

systems and customize the labels directly on 

the machine, during application. Printing is 

done by thermal transfer, a film (FOIL) is ther-

mally transferred onto the label ensuring 

great print stability and durability over time. 

The print results are of good quality and 

monochrome. The foils are available in vari-

ous colours to best match the graphics of 

the labels. About 800/1000 labels / hour can 

be applied with medium-sized products and 

jars. Pk-50-MII is a Packin patent of the year 

2013. Over time it has enjoyed improve-

ments up to the current very stable and per-

forming product with independent driver for 

the management of the roller to ensure al-

ways perfect labelling. 
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